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9 ABSTRACT: We report on a measurement of forces between
10 particles adsorbed at a water−oil interface in the presence of
11 an oil-soluble polymer. The cationic polymer interacts
12 electrostatically with the negatively charged particles, thereby
13 modulating the particle contact angle and the magnitude of
14 capillary attraction between the particles. However, polymer
15 adsorption to the interface also generates an increase in the
16 apparent interfacial viscosity over several orders of magnitude
17 in a time span of a few hours. We have designed an experiment
18 in which repeated motion trajectories are measured on pairs of
19 particles. The experiment gives an independent quantification
20 of the interfacial drag coefficient (10−7−10−4 Ns/m) and of
21 the interparticle capillary forces (0.1−10 pN). We observed
22 that the attractive capillary force depends on the amount of polymer in the oil phase and on the particle pair. However, the
23 attraction appears to be independent of the surface rheology, with changes over a wide range of apparent viscosity values due to
24 aging. Given the direction (attraction), the range (∼μm), and the distance dependence (∼1/S5) of the observed interparticle
25 force, we interpret the force as being caused by quadrupolar deformations of the fluid−fluid interface induced by particle surface
26 roughness. The results suggest that capillary forces are equilibrated in the early stages of interface aging and thereafter do not
27 change anymore, even though strong changes in surface rheology still occur. The described experimental approach is powerful for
28 studying dissipative as well as conservative forces of micro- and nanoparticles at fluid−fluid interfaces for systems out of
29 equilibrium.

30 ■ INTRODUCTION

31 The strong adsorption of colloidal particles to fluid−fluid
32 interfaces is used and studied for many applications, such as
33 food technology,1,2 biomedicine,3,4 and materials science.5−7

34 The interface represents a plane where micro- and nano-
35 particles can laterally diffuse and self-organize into ordered
36 structures,8,9 and the properties on macroscopic length scales
37 depend on the materials of particles and fluids, the shape of the
38 particles, and the spatial dimensions between the particles.7 The
39 resulting particle assemblies can be deposited on solid
40 substrates for surface patterning6 or can be used to modify
41 the rheology of the interface.10,11 Furthermore, the use of
42 polyelectrolytes in combination with nanoparticles is becoming
43 an attractive approach for the single-step production of
44 microcapsules, which is relevant for biomedical applications,
45 cosmetics, and food science.4,12 These technologies strongly
46 depend on the knowledge and control of interparticle forces,
47 which may change during sample preparation. This calls for the
48 development of new tools able to measure interparticle
49 interactions at fluid−fluid interfaces with single-particle

50resolution and is applicable to systems with a strong time-
51dependent character.
52The interactions of particles at fluid−fluid interfaces differ
53both in nature and range with respect to the interactions in a
54single fluid phase. A particle at a polar/nonpolar interface
55generates an electric dipole that is responsible for long-ranged
56electrostatic interactions.13−15 Deformations of the fluid
57interface are responsible for long-ranged capillary interactions,
58driven by surface minimization.16−18 The resulting interparticle
59force depends on how the interface is deformed at the three-
60phase boundary, e.g., by gravity, shape anisotropy, or surface
61heterogeneities.19−22

62The interparticle potential can be measured with both
63indirect and direct experimental approaches. When the
64concentration of colloids at the interface is sufficient to form
65a 2D crystal (surface fraction ϕs ≥ 0.2), Zwanzig et al.23

66demonstrated that the interaction potential can be calculated
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67 from the dependence of the macroscopic shear modulus on
68 surface coverage. However, this approach is sensitive to both
69 hydrodynamic interactions and defects in the crystal, providing
70 a lower limit for the interaction force.24 At a low surface
71 fraction of colloids at the interface (ϕs → 0), it is possible to
72 measure the pair correlation function g(r) from digital images
73 and then determine the pair interaction potential from fitting
74 the Boltzmann distribution U(r) = −kBT ln g(r).18,24 This
75 method requires a large number of particles and images and
76 provides only an average potential. Alternatives have focused on
77 self-assembly processes of anisotropically shaped particles
78 monitored using video microscopy.19,21,25,26

79 Direct methods are able to measure interactions on single
80 pairs of particles. The studies have been mainly restricted to
81 optical tweezers experiments.27−29 Force versus distance curves
82 were measured on pairs of particles within a force range of 0.1−
83 100 pN and with a position accuracy of a few nanometers, from
84 which the interaction potential is determined. These experi-
85 ments have shown that electrostatic and capillary forces can be
86 modulated by the addition of salts, surfactants, or polyelec-
87 trolytes as a result of changes in particle wettability, particle
88 surface charges, and surface tension.30 On the other hand, the
89 adsorption of macromolecules to the interface is responsible for
90 changes in the interfacial rheology,31,32 which may contribute to
91 variations of interparticle interactions over time. Several
92 microrheology techniques are available to monitor the
93 interfacial viscosity, such as magnetic microneedles,33,34

94 magnetic microbuttons,35 and optical tweezers, but only the

95latter is suited to measure interparticle forces. Most of the
96studies have been limited to measurements of capillary forces
97for interfaces at equilibrium. Time-dependent interparticle
98interactions at fluid interfaces have been previously reported
99only for a particle ensemble but are not yet fully under-
100stood.18,36,37 The study of nonequilibrium systems poses
101several challenges, as changes in surface rheology and
102interparticle forces can be very large and can occur over a
103wide range of time scales.
104Here, we propose a method to disentangle conservative
105capillary forces from dissipative viscous forces. We study
106attractive capillary forces between spherical magnetic particles
107adsorbed at a water−oil interface in the presence of an oil-
108soluble amino-modified silicone polymer. The cationic polymer
109penetrates to the water side of the interface and interacts
110electrostatically with the negatively charged particles. This in
111turn modulates the particle contact angle and the magnitude of
112capillary attraction between the particles. Moreover, polymer
113adsorption to the interface generates changes in the surface
114rheology over several orders of magnitude in a time span of a
115few hours. We quantify the interfacial drag coefficient of pairs
116of particles using the intrapair magnetophoresis (IPM)
117technique, as described in a previous paper.38,39 Pairs of
118magnetic particles are displaced using well-controlled magnetic
119dipole−dipole forces (∼pN), allowing one to measure changes
120in drag coefficients within a few seconds and over large
121variations (10−7 to 10−4 N s/m). In the absence of a magnetic
122 f1field, we record multiple trajectories of particle attraction

Figure 1. Principle of the colloidal attraction experiment. (a) Pairs of superparamagnetic particles at a water−oil interface are separated by briefly
applying a magnetic field in the direction normal to the interface.38 Thereafter, in the absence of a magnetic field, spontaneous attraction is observed.
(b) Sketch of magnetic particles at a water−oil interface in the presence of an amino-modified silicone polymer. Particles adsorb to the interface only
in the presence of the polymer, as a result of electrostatic interactions between the carboxylated surface of the magnetic particles, with negative
charges, and the amine group of the polymer exposed to the water phase, with positive charges.4,39 The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of M270 particles (2R = 2.8 μm) shows a particle surface roughness of about 50 to 150 nm. Panels c and d show time traces of the center-to-center
separation distance S during colloidal attraction experiments for particles at a water−oil interface and for particles in bulk water moving on a glass
substrate, respectively. (c) Highlighted points (colored solid symbols) show the trajectories of spontaneous (nonmagnetic) particle attraction, which
is observed for particles adsorbed to the water−oil interface (as in panel c) but is not observed for particles in bulk water (as in panel d). This proves
that the spontaneous attraction is caused by the fluid−fluid interface and not by magnetic forces.
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f1 123 utilizing the same particle pair (Figure 1). The experiment gives
124 an independent quantification of the interfacial drag coefficient
125 and of the magnitude of nonviscous interparticle forces in the
126 system.

127 ■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
128 Materials. Silicone-based amino-functionalized polymer (KF8004)
129 was provided as samples by Shin-Etsu Silicones Europe B.V. The
130 polymer is soluble in the oil phase but not in water. The oil phase is
131 isononyl-isononanoate (Lanol 99, Seppic, ηoil = 6 mPa s, and polymer
132 concentrations are prepared by weighting the components. The
133 aqueous phase consists of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), prepared
134 by dissolving PBS tablets (PBS tablets, pH 7.4, Sigma-Aldrich) in 200
135 mL of ultrapure water (resistivity > 18.2 MΩ·cm) according to the
136 supplier and then further diluting to a final concentration of 20 mM.
137 All of the components were used as received from the suppliers
138 without any further purification.
139 Carboxylic superparamagnetic particles (Dynabeads M-270 carbox-
140 ylic acid, diameter 2R = (2.8 ± 0.1) μm, Life Technologies) were used
141 to quantify the particle interfacial drag coefficient and interparticle
142 interactions. In the presence of a magnetic field, the induced
143 magnetization follows a Langevin function, with a particle-to-particle
144 variation of magnetic susceptibility of about 8%.38 Larger carboxylic
145 ferromagnetic particles (CFM-300-5 carboxylic acid, ferromagnetic,
146 nominal size 28−34.9 μm, Spherotech) were used to study the particle
147 dynamic contact angle at the water−oil interface for different
148 concentrations of amino-polymer (section S5 of the Supporting
149 Information). Both particle types were magnetically washed four times
150 in ultrapure water in order to remove surface-active elements present
151 in the storage buffer and were then dispersed in each corresponding
152 buffer in a ratio of 1:104 from the stock solution. The fluid cell and the
153 setup required to actuate magnetic particles are described elsewhere.39

154 Quantification of Particle Drag Coefficients and Attractive
155 Capillary Interactions at a Water−Oil Interface. We quantify the
156 particle forces at the water−oil interface with intrapair magneto-
157 phoresis (IPM).38,39 Pairs of magnetic particles are attracted and
158 repelled by well-controlled magnetic dipole−dipole forces F⃗magn
159 induced by an external magnetic field. The magnetic forces are
160 balanced by electrostatic forces F⃗el, capillary forces F⃗cap, and drag forces
161 F⃗drag, with a total force expression of

⃗ + ⃗ + ⃗ + ⃗ =F F F F 0magn cap el drag162 (1)

163 The magnetic repulsion force between two magnetic dipoles with an
164 out-of-plane orientation can be approximated by the relation38

μ
π

=F
m m

S

3

4magn
0 d,1 d,2

4
165 (2)

166 where S is the center-to-center separation distance between the
167 particles, μ0 is the vacuum permeability, and md,i is the magnitude of
168 the induced magnetic moment (in units of A m2) of particle i.
169 Capillary forces originate from the overlap of deformations of the
170 interface around the particles. Danov et al.20,40 formally treated the
171 concave and convex deviations of the meniscus shape from planarity as
172 positive and negative capillary charges, by analogy to electrostatics.
173 The interparticle potential can then be described as a superposition of
174 capillary multipoles of order m, where m = 0, 1, 2,... represents capillary
175 charges, dipoles, quadrupoles, and so forth. In the far field (S ≫ RA +
176 RB) and for mA, mB ≥ 1, the interaction energy can be approximated
177 as16,18
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179 where γ is the surface tension between the two fluid phases, Hi is the
180 undulation amplitude of the menisci around particle i with orientations
181 ϕi, and ri is the radius of the particle cross-section with the interface,
182 which is related to the equilibrium contact angle θ by the geometrical
183 relation rc = R sin θ (Figure 1b). In the near field (S ≈ RA + RB), eq 3
184 should be expanded because higher-order terms in the interaction

185potential become relevant. For particles with a diameter below 10 μm,
186deformation due to gravity can be neglected (Eötvös number Eo≪ 1).
187In the absence of any external torque, the first nonvanishing term is
188the quadrupolar interface deformation (m = 2), and the resulting force
189between two identical particles equals the negative of the gradient of
190the interparticle potential of eq 3, yielding

= − ≥⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠F F

R
S

S R
2

with 2cap 0,cap

5
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192where γ θ= πF H sin
R0,cap

3
2 2

2 4 is the closest-proximity capillary force,

193i.e., the force with condition S = 2R. In the derivation of eq 4, we
194neglected the particle rotational degrees of freedom, i.e., ϕA,B in eq 3.
195Rotations around the axes parallel to the plane of the interface are
196strongly inhibited by interfacial forces.39,41 Rotations around the axis
197normal to the plane of the interface may occur under rotational
198Brownian motion and capillary forces. In the capillary attraction
199experiments in this article, the attraction times vary between a few
200seconds to several tens of seconds, depending on the magnitude of the
201particle drag. On this time scale, the particle rotation due to Brownian
202motion is on the order of tens of degrees, so we can assume that the
203particle pair dynamically equilibrates to the minimum in the
204interaction potential.
205Electrostatic forces originate from an asymmetric distribution of
206charges across the interface. The resulting force is always repulsive, it
207may extend over several micrometers, and it can be modulated by
208changing the charged species on the particle surface, the particle three-
209phase contact angle, or the ionic strength of the aqueous
210subphase.13,14,18,20,30 Although a consensus on the underlying physical
211origin of the electric dipole is still lacking,27,42 the electrostatic dipole−
212dipole force between two particles at a fluid−fluid interface can be
213described by the functional form18

=
+⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠F F

R R
Sel 0,el

A B
4

214(5)

215where F0,el is the closest-proximity force, i.e., for S = RA + RB, that
216depends on the particles and fluid properties and Ri is the radius of
217particle i.
218The hydrodynamic force acting on a particle moving in a
219Newtonian fluid is proportional to the particle velocity, with a particle
220drag coefficient f that depends on the particle size and fluid viscosity.
221For a particle moving in a fluid−fluid interface, the particle drag
222coefficient depends on the viscosity ratio between the two phases, on
223the three-phase contact angle, and on the interfacial viscosity ηs. The
224relation between f and ηs relies on the assumptions of the underlying
225hydrodynamic models,32,43−45 and depends on the actuation dynamics
226of the probe (e.g., rotation or translation).46 In a previous paper,39 we
227addressed these issues related to the IPM measurement technique and
228we demonstrated that the response of the interface for the material
229system used in this study is essentially viscous. Here, we will
230characterize the aging of the interface through the particle drag
231coefficient f.
232In absence of a magnetic force (F⃗magn = 0), the particle motion is
233determined by electrostatic, capillary and drag forces. We performed
234experiments in absence of a magnetic force using different ionic
235strengths of the aqueous phase. For an aqueous solution containing
236150 mM PBS, no significant repulsion or attraction was measured for
237all polymer concentrations (data not shown), while experiments with
238an aqueous solution with 20 mM PBS showed significant attractive
239forces. The contribution of the dissociated charges on the water side of
240the interface is negligible for both PBS concentrations, with Debye
241lengths of κ−1 ≃ 0.8 and 2 nm for 150 and 20 mM PBS, respectively. A
242small number of surface charges may be present in the oil phase due to
243residual water in the nonpolar solution or to water trapped in cavities
244present on the surface of rough particles. This could be sufficient to
245generate long-ranged repulsive forces.27 However, in our experiment
246the negative charges exposed to the oil side of the interface are
247expected to be counterbalanced by the positive charges of the cationic
248polymer.47 Indeed, in the experiments no distance dependence of ∼1/
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249 S4 was observed. Therefore, we conclude that electrostatic forces can
250 be neglected in the experiments. Using eq 1, with F⃗el = 0 and

⃗ =F f
drag 2

dS
dt
, eqs 2 and 4, the equation of motion is
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⎛
⎝
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t

F
R
S
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R
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4
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5

251 (6)

252 where we introduced the closest-proximity magnetic force

= μ

π
F

m m

R0,magn
3

4 (2 )
0 d,1 d,2

4 by analogy to the notation we used for the

253 expression of the capillary force; see section S3 in the Supporting
254 Information for details on the derivation. The left side of eq 6
255 represents the dissipative drag force. The right side of eq 6 represents
256 the conservative interparticle magnetic and capillary forces.
257 To disentangle the conservative interparticle forces from dissipative
258 effects caused by interfacial aging, both F0,cap and f need to be
259 quantified in eq 6. We designed an experiment in which for every
260 particle pair, repulsion trajectories are measured in the presence of an
261 out-of-plane magnetic field and attraction curves are measured in the
262 absence of a magnetic field. Repulsion trajectories are measured by
263 applying a repulsive field for 4 s, thereby separating the particles by a
264 few particle diameters. Attraction trajectories are measured as follows.

265After magnetically positioning the particle pair at S = 2R, we use a
266short repulsive field to separate pairs of magnetic particles. Then, in
267the absence of any magnetic field, we record motion trajectories of the
268resulting interaction (Figure 1c) and compute the average of the
269curves that show the full approach. The procedure is repeated three
270times (Figure 1c), and the entire motion trajectory can be recorded in
271about 60 s. During colloidal attraction, magnetic forces are not present
272(i.e., F⃗magn = 0 in eq 1), and the resulting equation of motion can be
273expressed as

= − − +S
R F

f
t t S

12(2 )
( )6

5
0,cap

0 0
6

274(7)

275With these two measurements, we are able to independently quantify f
276and F0,cap using eqs 6 and 7, as our technique provides magnetic forces
277within a range similar to that of the attractive forces measured in the
278experiments (in the range of hundreds of fN to tens of pN). Equation
2797 is based on eq 3, which is, strictly speaking, valid only in the far field.
280However, in our experiments we found that eq 7 closely fits the data so
281that higher multipole orders can be neglected. The analysis method is
282described in more detail in section S4 of the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Colloidal attraction experiments for particles at the water−oil interface for increasing concentrations of polymer in the oil phase (cP) and
different aging times (tage). (a) Center-to-center separation S as a function of particle approach time tappr. The dashed line represents S = 2R = 2.8
μm. Each individual panel (a1, a2, and a3) shows three approach trajectories measured on the same particle pair. Different panels (a1, a2, and a3)
show different particle pairs. (b) To quantitatively compare measurements performed at different aging times (i.e., to take into account the drag
coefficient f of particles (as described in section S4) experienced at a different tage), we plot attraction curves expressing f S ̅6 as a function of particle
approach time for particles with full approach in panel a (i.e., S = 2R at tappr = 0). Points and error bars in panels b2 and b3 represent the mean and
the standard deviation. The solid red line is a fit according to eq 7, performed only on the linear part of f S ̅6 attraction curves close to tappr = 0, as
shown in the insets. From the fit, we extract the value of the capillary force F0,cap (i.e., the capillary force at S = 2R). For comparison, the gray arrow
on the y axis indicates equal magnitude in the different panels.
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283 Numerical Methods. We performed Brownian dynamics (BD)
284 simulations in order to generate trajectories of particles that undergo
285 Brownian motion in the presence of a total (conservative) force F. The
286 aim of BD simulations was twofold. On one hand, we determined the
287 interplay between dissipative (viscous) forces and conservative
288 (capillary) forces. On the other hand, we validated and determined
289 the accuracy of the analysis method as described in the previous
290 section to determine both f and F0,cap. Simulations were performed by
291 following the approach described by Grassia et.al.48 A massless particle
292 i is moving with a tensor coefficient of linear friction ξij and diffusivity
293 tensor Dij = kBT/ξij, where kBT is the Boltzmann energy. The
294 trajectories of particles are obtained by adding at each time step δt a
295 random displacement xi

ran to the systematic displacement Fi(ξij
−1)δt. If

296 we consider a constant linear friction coefficient ξij = f and neglect
297 hydrodynamic interactions between the particles, then BD trajectories
298 xi(t) are computed from the relation

δ δ= + ++

f
t D tx x

F
r(24 )i

n
i
n i

i
n1 1/2

299 (8)

300 where ri
n is a random vector with independent components, each

301 extracted from a uniform distribution over the interval [−0.5, 0.5]. The
302 generated random displacements will converge to a Gaussian
303 distribution, provided that a sufficiently small time step and the
304 correct moments of the distribution are taken49 (i.e., zero mean and a
305 variance that follows from the dissipation−fluctuation theorem50).
306 Simulations were performed with a time step of δt = 2 × 10−5 s. We
307 validated this numerical method following the approach proposed by
308 Northrup et al.,51 as shown in section S1.

309 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
310 We studied the interaction of carboxylic magnetic micro-
311 particles at a water−oil interface in the presence of an amino-
312 modified silicone polymer in the oil phase. For an aqueous
313 solution containing 20 mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),
314 we observed an attractive interaction between particles over

315tens of micrometers, depending on the polymer concentration.
316On the other hand, polymers are known to adsorb to fluid−
317fluid interfaces, where interactions between the adsorbed
318polymers (e.g., hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic or
319electrostatic interactions) can contribute to large variations of
320the interfacial shear viscoelasticity31,52 on a time scale varying
321from a few seconds to several hours. We have designed an
322experiment in which pairs of particles are magnetically
323separated by a few micrometers using the IPM method.
324Then, repeated motion trajectories are recorded on the same
325particle pair. These two independent measurements allow us to
326disentangle and quantify conservative forces and dissipative
327effects.
328In the next section, we present the results as follows. We first
329provide examples of colloidal attraction experiments for
330particles at a water−oil interface for different concentrations
331of polymer in the oil phase. Then, we use Brownian dynamics
332simulations to interpret the experiments and to validate our
333analysis method to quantify capillary and viscous forces. Finally,
334we quantify the interfacial drag coefficient of particles and
335attractive capillary forces as a function of polymer concen-
336tration, and we discuss the origin of particle attraction and how
337changes in interfacial viscosity correlate with the conservative
338attractive capillary force.
339Measurements of Colloidal Attractive Interactions. In
340a typical experiment on particle attraction, pairs of magnetic
341particles were first separated by a few particle diameters by
342quickly applying an out-of-plane magnetic field, and then after
343the field was removed, the field-free motion trajectories were
344recorded (Figure 1a). To exclude the influence of any magnetic
345component (e.g., setup, particle magnetic moment) on particle
346attraction, we performed the same experiment using particles in

Figure 3. Brownian dynamics simulations for a pair of particles (R = 1.4 μm) in the presence of an attractive force as described in eq 4. (a) Center-
to-center separation S as a function of particle approach time obtained from six simulations performed with the same set of initial conditions (as
indicated in each graph). The dashed line represents S = 2R = 2.8 μm. (b) Attraction curves expressing f S ̅6 as a function of particle approach time.
Points and error bars represent the mean and the standard deviation of the curves that show full approach in the corresponding panel (a), i.e., S = 2R
at tappr = 0. The solid red line is a fit according to eq 7 of only the initial linear part of the f S ̅6 attraction curves. The dashed blue line represents the
simulated attraction curve without Brownian motion. For comparison, the gray arrow on the y axis indicates equal magnitude in the different panels.
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347 bulk water moving on a glass substrate (Figure 1d). In the
348 absence of the magnetic field, the particles showed diffusion
349 with a coefficient of ∼0.18 μm2/s, consistent with the diffusion
350 of a sphere with radius R = 1.4 μm in a fluid of viscosity η = 1
351 mPa s (free diffusion D = 0.15 μm2/s) in close proximity to a
352 solid substrate.53 In the absence of a magnetic field, particles
353 did not show a deterministic approach, and attraction was
354 observed only when an in-plane magnetic field was applied.

f2 355 In Figure 2, we show the results of colloidal attraction
356 experiments for particles at a water−oil interface at increasing
357 initial concentrations of polymer in the oil phase. Panels a1−a3
358 show the center-to-center separation S as a function of the
359 particle approach time tappr = t − t*, where t* is the time for the
360 particle pair to reach S = 2R. In each graph, trajectories are
361 recorded on the same particle pair. For cP = 1 × 10−3 w/w%
362 (a1), the trajectories show either partial or full approach and
363 thermal (Brownian) noise is large as compared to the attractive
364 interaction. Attraction is clearly seen for S < 4 μm. For cP equal
365 to 2 × 10−3 and 4 × 10−3 w/w% (panels a2 and a3,
366 respectively), attraction is clearly seen for S < 6 and 8 μm,
367 respectively. The reproducibility of the trajectories is high, with
368 mean standard deviations of 6 and 3%, respectively.
369 According to the model described by eq 7, the time scale for
370 particle attraction is determined by the initial separation S0
371 between the particles, the interfacial drag coefficient of particles
372 f, and the magnitude of the capillary force F0,cap. To take into
373 account the drag coefficient f experienced by the particle at
374 different aging times tage of the interface, we plot the mean and
375 standard deviation of the trajectories that show full approach
376 (denoted as Nappr) as the product f S̅

6 and as a function of the
377 particle approach time tappr (Figure 2b). The drag coefficient f
378 was measured as described in section S4 and later in this
379 section. The data show two distinct regions. For separation
380 distances of a few particle diameters (i.e., for tappr < −2 s), the
381 curves show large variations. When the interparticle distance
382 decreases (i.e., for tappr > −2 s), the curves approach the
383 relationship described by eq 7 (Figure 2b, insets). The observed
384 increase in the steepness of f S ̅6 curves points to an increase in
385 the attractive force as a function of polymer concentration.
386 Brownian Dynamics Simulations of Capillary Attrac-
387 tion. To interpret the attraction curves measured in our
388 experiments and to determine the interplay between attractive
389 forces and thermal fluctuations, we performed BD simulations

390using eq 8 to generate trajectories of pair of particles in the
391presence of an attractive quadrupole force as described by eq 4.
392In these simulations, we consider the diffusion of particles in a
393purely viscous fluid with a constant drag coefficient f, and we do
394not take into account the hydrodynamic interactions between
395the particles or the relative angular orientation (cf. eq 3), as
396discussed in the Materials and Methods section.
397 f3In each graph of Figure 3a, we show six trajectories of particle
398attraction obtained with the same set of initial conditions. For a
399capillary force of F0,cap

sim = 0.112 pN (a1), trajectories show both
400partial and full approaches, with a high variation between
401repeated simulations. For increasing values of F0,cap

sim , the range of
402the attraction extends toward larger interparticle distances S
403and the encounter rate of particles increases (section S2), with
404a reduced variation between the trajectories.
405Figure 3b shows curves expressing f S ̅6 as a function of
406particle approach time. These results show similar features as
407compared to the experimental trajectories shown in Figure 2b.
408For a low interacting force (b1) and separations larger than ∼2
409particle diameters, the motion is dominated by thermal
410fluctuations, as the attractive interacting energy is less than
411∼2kBT. At shorter separations, the attractive interaction
412overcomes the thermal fluctuations and the curve approaches
413the expected result based on eq 7. This becomes clearer for
414increasing values of F0,cap

sim (b2), where the linear relationship
415extends toward larger separation distances (S ≃ 7 μm).
416Therefore, to correctly estimate F0,cap, we select the points close
417to tappr = 0 that follow eq 7. With this approach, we are able to
418retrieve values of the simulated parameters with an accuracy of
41915% or better for F0,cap

sim ≤ 1 pN (section S2, Table S2).
420The last step required to quantify the capillary force F0,cap
421from the experiments shown in Figure 2b is to determine the
422drag coefficient f of particles at the water−oil interface.
423Quantification of the Particle Drag Coefficient f in the
424Presence of Polymer-Induced Aging. We quantified the
425drag coefficient f of particles at the water−oil interface from
426magnetic repulsion experiments using the IPM method.38,39 In
427particular, we studied the aging of the interface by quantifying f
428as a function of polymer adsorption time for different initial
429polymer concentrations cP in the oil phase. We consider the
430moment at which the interface is formed within the fluid cell as
431the reference time for the experiments.

Figure 4. Capillary attraction in the presence of polymer-induced interfacial aging. (a) Interfacial drag coefficient f as a function of interfacial aging
time, as measured by IPM experiments.38 Experiments were performed for different initial polymer concentrations cP (colors) using an aqueous
solution with 20 mM PBS. In both graphs, connected symbols represent data recorded for the same particle pair (a total of eight pairs are shown).
(b) F0,cap as a function of f. Error bars include a variation of the particle magnetic moment of 8%38 and the error from the iterative fitting used to
estimate the particle drag coefficient f and the capillary attraction force F0,cap, as described in section S4.
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432 For all polymer concentrations, data show an increase in f as
f4 433 a function of the polymer adsorption time (Figure 4a). The

434 time onset for drag increase shifts toward lower adsorption
435 times for higher values of cP, consistent with a higher diffusive
436 flux of polymer toward the interface. Values obtained from
437 different particle pairs show a variation within the experimental
438 error (∼10%), suggesting a homogeneous aging of the
439 interface. As we will show in the next section, capillary forces
440 may become comparable to the magnetic forces used to
441 separate particles. This can be taken into account in our
442 analysis, as described in Materials and Methods and
443 demonstrated with BD simulations (sections S3 and S4).
444 Quantification of the Colloidal Attractive Force. With
445 the same particle pairs used to quantify f in Figure 4a
446 (represented by open symbols connected by a solid line), we
447 computed the magnitude of the capillary attractive force F0,cap,
448 thus providing a direct correlation between f and F0,cap. Figure
449 4b shows values of F0,cap as a function of f for different initial
450 concentrations of polymer in the oil phase (represented as
451 different colors). For a fixed polymer concentration, the
452 capillary attraction varies strongly between different particle
453 pairs, but for a given particle pair, interestingly the capillary
454 attraction does not depend on f or on the amount of polymer
455 adsorbed to the interface. In particular, for cP = 2 × 10−3 w/w%
456 the represented pairs (up and down red triangles) show similar
457 values for f, but F0,cap differs by almost 1 order of magnitude.
458 For increasing amounts of cP, F0,cap increases with values
459 ranging between ∼0.1 and ∼10 pN. For cP > 4 × 10−3 w/w%
460 (data not shown), the attractive force exceeds the maximum
461 magnetic repulsive force achievable with the configuration of
462 the electromagnets used for this study (Fmagn ≃ 20 pN) so that
463 particles could not be separated with magnetic forces.
464 Interpretation of Capillary Attraction Curves. Defor-
465 mations of fluid−fluid interfaces are known to be responsible
466 for long-range capillary forces and torques between particles.
467 The interparticle potential can be described in terms of capillary
468 multipoles, as described by eq 3, of which the terms depend on
469 the nature of the deformations (e.g., gravity, shape, or chemical
470 anisotropy).15,17,19,21,54,55

471 Stamou et al. suggested that quadrupolar interface
472 deformations may originate from the pinning of the three-
473 phase contact line to local heterogeneities (e.g., chemical or
474 topological) of the surface of the particles,16 with the
475 corresponding interacting force as described by eq 4. For the
476 system in this study (2R = 2.8 μm, γ = 20 mN/m, ρP = 1.8 g/
477 cm3), the Eötvös number is Eo ≃ 10−6 ≪ 1, so deformations
478 due to gravity (m = 0) are negligible. For spherical particles,
479 dipolar deformations (m = 1) occur in the presence of an
480 external torque or in the presence of surface chemical
481 anisotropy, such as for Janus particles.41 Superparamagnetic
482 particles are known to have a small remanent magnetic
483 moment. In a previous paper, we demonstrated that the torque
484 required to deform a fluid−fluid interface is well above the
485 maximum available magnetic torque in our system.39 Therefore,
486 the first nonvanishing term in eq 3 is the capillary quadrupole
487 (m = 2). The particles used in this study (M270, carboxylic, 2R
488 = 2.8 μm) have a surface roughness of between 50 and 150 nm,
489 as determined from SEM images (Figure 1b). According to eq
490 4, a contact angle of θ ≃ 16° (with H2 = 50 nm, γ = 20 mN/m)
491 would be sufficient to generate attractive forces as large as F0,cap
492 ≃ 1 pN (Table S1).
493 The results in Figure 2 show that at large separations, motion
494 trajectories are dominated by thermal (Brownian) motion.

495Therefore, we performed BD simulations in order to
496disentangle the contribution of thermal noise from that due
497to the attractive force and to validate the analysis method
498described in section S4. We demonstrated that from the linear
499part of f S ̅6 curves (Figure 3b) it is possible to compute the
500magnitude of the capillary coefficient F0,cap with an accuracy of
50115% or better depending on the magnitude of the attractive
502force, using the particle drag coefficient f as a fixed parameter
503(section S2, Table S2). We tested the ability of our approach to
504discriminate between different orders of attraction by perform-
505ing BD simulations using m = mA + mB = 3, 4, 5 in eq 3. With
506this analysis method, we were able to discriminate between the
507different orders in the presence of capillary forces greater than a
508few pN (section S2). The attractive force observed in
509experiments performed at the water−oil interface (Figure 2)
510agrees in range (∼10 μm) and magnitude (∼pN) with BD
511simulations (Figure 3). In particular, for increasing concen-
512trations of the amino-polymer in the oil phase, the data clearly
513reveal an interparticle distance dependence of ∼1/S5. Although
514the model describing the interaction potential is valid in the far-
515field (eq 3), in our data we did not observe significant
516deviations from eq 4, so higher-order multipoles are not
517important. Therefore, we interpret the force as being caused by
518quadrupolar deformations of the fluid−fluid interface induced
519by particle surface roughness. A similar conclusion was reported
520by Park et al. from measurements of attractive forces between
521polystyrene beads confined at a water−decane interface using
522time-shared optical traps.29 The authors measured forces with
523the same functional form as eq 4 and magnitudes similar to
524those shown in Figure 4b, with values that depended on the
525fluid composition and particle contact angle.
526Electrostatic interactions may also occur between particles at
527fluid−fluid interfaces.18 The asymmetry of the charge
528distribution across the interface is responsible for long-ranged
529repulsive forces that scale with interparticle distance as ∼1/S4
530(cf. eq 5). In our experiments, the negative charges on the
531particle surface exposed to the oil side of the interface are
532expected to be counterbalanced by the positive charges of the
533cationic polymer. Indeed, we did not observe any significant
534repulsion between the particles nor a distance dependence of
535∼1/S4, so electrostatic interactions can be neglected in our
536analysis. Other forces, such as van der Waals and solvation
537forces, may be present but are relevant only at very small
538distances (∼nm), with a contribution to the total potential
539energy of only a few kBT.

13

540Capillary Attraction as a Function of Interface Aging.
541We quantified the dissipative effects caused by interfacial aging
542using the IPM method.38,39 With this technique, we were able
543to quantify the drag coefficient f of particles at the water−oil
544interface within a few seconds (∼5 s) and over long time scales
545(several hours), with a sensitivity to changes in interfacial
546viscosity as low as ηs = 7 × 10−9 N s/m.39 Using BD
547simulations, we demonstrated that attractive capillary forces can
548be extracted by the analysis and that the input parameters are
549retrieved with an accuracy of better than 4% (section S3).
550When both f and F0,cap are unknown, our analysis method
551provided results with accuracies of 9 and 30%, respectively, with
552respect to the input parameters (section S4, Table S2).
553When the interface is formed, polymers adsorb to a pristine
554interface without steric hindrance. In the absence of an energy
555barrier for adsorption, at short times (t → 0) the surface
556coverage can be estimated by diffusive transport.56 For longer
557times, the adsorption rate is lowered by the limited presence of
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558 remaining unoccupied adsorption sites in the interface.57 In the
559 experiments in this article, the interactions between the
560 adsorbed polymers contribute to strong interface aging, as
561 shown by the increase in the particle drag coefficient f over
562 several orders of magnitude ( f ≈ 10−7 to 10−4 N s/m, Figure
563 4a). In a previous paper, we demonstrated that the response of
564 the interface to the motion of the particles is essentially
565 viscous.39

566 The polymer at the interface is also responsible for the
567 modulation of the position of the particle at the interface (i.e.,
568 its contact angle) as a result of electrostatic interactions
569 between the cationic polymer and the carboxyl-functionalized
570 particle (Figure 1).4,39 Particles adsorb to the interface only in
571 the presence of the polymer, and for a sufficiently high polymer
572 concentration, the particles transit into the oil phase. Typically,
573 the adsorption of particles to fluid−fluid interfaces is driven by
574 strong interfacial forces, with time scales varying from
575 milliseconds to several minutes or hours.58−60 In Figure 4b,
576 we observe that capillary attractive forces increase for increasing
577 polymer concentrations in the oil phase. According to eq 4,
578 F0,cap depends on the surface tension, the particle contact angle
579 and the interface profile around the particle. Pendant drop
580 surface tension measurements (data not shown) show
581 variations from 30 to 20 mN/m within the same range of
582 concentrations, and time scales as the data shown in Figure 4,
583 thus contributing to variations of F0,cap by about 30%.
584 Measurements of the contact angle of larger particles (2R ≃
585 34 μm, with a surface chemical functionality similar to that of
586 small particles, see section S5) showed an increase in the
587 particle contact angle for increasing polymer concentrations,
588 with a time-dependent increase for cP > 5 × 10−2 w/w% on the
589 time scale of minutes (Figure S7). Therefore, we conclude that
590 attractive capillary forces are dominated by changes in the
591 particle three-phase contact angle rather than the fluid−fluid
592 interfacial tension. This is in agreement with the observation of
593 attractive forces exceeding magnetic repulsive forces for higher
594 concentrations of polymer.
595 Interestingly, for a fixed polymer concentration, F0,cap is not
596 correlated with f and differences are dominated by particle-to-
597 particle variation. The data in Figure 4b show that F0,cap
598 depends only on the initial amount of polymer in the oil
599 phase and does not depend on time (in contrast to f). For low
600 and constant values of f, the density of the polymer at the
601 interface is low (ηS ≈ 0) and the motion of the probe is
602 subphase-dominated (Boussinesq Bo ≪ 1).44 In this regime,
603 the drag of the particle is sensitive to changes in θ. For cP = 1 ×
604 10−3 w/w%, f increases by a factor of 2, but F0,cap does not show
605 any correlation with f. Therefore, we attribute the increase in
606 drag to an increase in polymer concentration at the interface,
607 while the contact angle remains constant. For increasing values
608 of f, the motion of the probe is dominated by changes in surface
609 rheology, so measurements of drag are insensitive to changes in
610 the particle contact angle.
611 The lack of correlation observed between f and F0,cap suggests
612 that the contact angle of the particles at the interface is fixed in
613 the early stages of polymer adsorption. In our experiments, the
614 polymer exposes the amine groups to the water side of the
615 interface, where they interact with the carboxylic groups on the
616 particle surface. The density of polymer at the interface in the
617 early stages of polymer adsorption (tage ≈ 0) is determined by
618 the initial concentration of polymer in the oil phase and on the
619 ionic strength of the aqueous subphase.39 Thereafter (tage > 0),
620 the further accumulation of polymers at the water−oil interface

621contributes to an increase in the interfacial viscosity, apparently
622without changing the capillary forces between the particles. The
623variation of capillary force between particle pairs observed in
624Figure 4b may be caused by differences in the particle surface
625structure at the contact line, in the particle contact angle, and in
626the polymer adsorption properties. Further research is needed
627to disentangle these mechanisms and further clarify the origins
628of polymer-mediated particle adsorption in relation to contact
629line motion and interface aging.

630■ CONCLUSIONS
631We have used magnetic particles to investigate interparticle
632capillary forces at a water−oil interface with strong polymer-
633induced aging. The colloidal attraction experiments give an
634independent quantification and a direct correlation of the
635interfacial drag coefficient (10−7−10−4 Ns/m) and the
636nonviscous interparticle capillary forces (0.1−10 pN) in the
637system. We have validated the method by performing Brownian
638dynamics (BD) simulations, showing good qualitative and
639quantitative agreement with experiments. Given the direction
640(attraction), the range (∼μm), and the distance dependence
641(∼1/S5) of the observed interparticle force, we interpret the
642force as being caused by quadrupolar deformations of the
643fluid−fluid interface induced by particle surface roughness, a
644mechanism proposed by Stamou et al.16

645The magnitude of the attractive force was modulated by the
646addition of a cationic polymer in the oil phase, where the amine
647groups of the polymer exposed to the water phase (with
648positive charges) interact electrostatically with the carboxylic
649groups (with negative charges) on the surface of the particles.4

650The increase in the attractive force for increasing concen-
651trations of polymer in the oil phase are consistent with an
652increase in the particle three-phase contact angle (i.e., the
653particle cross-section with the interface (cf. eq 3)), as confirmed
654by contact angle measurements (S5). Surprisingly, for a fixed
655polymer concentration in solution, the magnitude of the
656attractive capillary force shows no dependence on time, even
657though the viscous forces change over several orders of
658magnitude. These results show that the dissipative effects of
659interfacial viscosity stabilize much more slowly than the
660conservative capillary forces between particles at the fluid−
661fluid interface. The different time scales could be related to
662different dependencies on interfacial polymer density. The
663interfacial viscosity may depend much more nonlinearly on the
664interfacial polymer density than the particle contact angle does
665because of nonlinear mechanisms such as polymer conforma-
666tional changes and polymer entanglement.61,62 Ideally, one
667would like to know the time dependence of the interfacial
668polymer density at the fluid−fluid interface as well as at the
669fluid−particle interface. In follow-up research, it will be
670interesting to test such hypotheses on the dissipative versus
671conservative interfacial forces, with theoretical studies as well as
672experiments.
673To our knowledge, this represents the first study of
674interparticle capillary forces in a fluid−fluid system far from
675equilibrium, which gives new opportunities. A current issue in
676particle-based microrheology is that for a low Boussinesq
677number the interfacial drag coefficient of particles is sensitive to
678changes in the particle contact angle.32,46 Measured variations
679in the capillary attraction, together with surface tension
680measurements (e.g., with a Langmuir trough) could be used
681to indirectly determine changes in the particle contact angle,
682thereby helping to obtain more reliable rheological parameters.
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683 The availability of magnetic colloids with a tailored surface
684 roughness would allow one to further investigate the relation
685 between attractive capillary forces and surface structures. In
686 particular, IPM could be used to study capillary interactions at
687 different length scales. In the far field (S ≫ 2R), capillary
688 interactions can be described as a superposition of capillary
689 multipoles, with the quadrupolar term being the leading
690 one.16,20,21 In the near-field (S ≃ 2R), the interaction is
691 dominated by the shape details of the undulated meniscus
692 around the particle, and higher orders may appear. Moreover,
693 rotational dynamics could be studied by applying an in-plane
694 rotating magnetic field.63 These experiments could be
695 compared with lattice Boltzmann simulations,64 where the
696 interaction potential is derived directly from the shape of the
697 interface around the particles. We foresee that IPM will help
698 scientists to shed light on the complex interaction of micro- and
699 nanoparticles at fluid−fluid interfaces for a wide range of
700 materials, with particular interest for systems out of equilibrium.
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